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Early Exploratory U.E.S.P.A. Cruiser S.S. Reeses, NAR-208
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Through-Deck Cruiser U.S.S. Soryu (NCC-2130) Encounters Romulan Command Cruisers near the Neutral Zone
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Hospital Ship U.S.S. Hope (NCC-H235) and her escort, the dreadnought U.S.S. Dominion
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Dreadnought U.S.S. Belisarius (NCC-2567) challenges a Klingon incursion
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Battle Cruiser U.S.S. Coeur de Lion (NCC-3135) unleashes a barrage of photon torpedos from all four forward tubes.
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Experimental Starfleet "Bird of Prey" U.S.S. Peregrine (NCC-1936) enganges Klingon scouts in the Phalanx.
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Dreadnought U.S.S. Kirov (NCC-2923) on patrol near the Tholian Sector
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Romulan "Seabird" class attack cruisers flock for a raid
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The freighter US.S. Edmund Fitzgerald (NCC-11075) sets out from her base at Jupiter Station on a colony resupply mission
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From the Captain's Log, Stardate
44810.6,
Captain Anita DaVega recording.
"With our escort, USS Claymore,
presumed destroyed, we must assume
the cloaked ships that have been pursuing
us are still there. Our break for safety - a
flank speed run for the nearest Federation
outpost - has ended ... badly. Whoever is
chasing us, knowing they couldn't catch
us in a stern chase at warp 9.9, herded us
through this uninhabited star system,
which they'd salted with anitmatter mines.
We were caught by a rather massive chain
reaction, kind of an antimatter firestorm.
The shields held. Barely. But an energy
feedback blew out the new, improperly
tuned warp coils in number four nacelle.
We've managed to take refuge in the
moon system of a gas giant. With the ship
"dark" we hope to buy some time, and
hope our SOS reaches friendly ears.
Commendations to Ensign Debrah
Tavares, helm, for the most amazing
display of starship driving I've ever seen,
recovering this great big ship from a buttover-nose tumble induced by the
exploding nacelle; and to Commander
Steven Glass, Engineer, for keeping the
rest of the ship from exploding too.
Now I have to go explain what happened
to 175 confused, angry diplomats and
their families. It remains to be seen which
is the more horrific experience: antimatter
firestorms, invisible ships or - ugh diplomats. God help me."
End entry.
Diplomatic Transport USS Grand Alliiance (NCC-72800) ("Starfleet One") takes refuge in a debris field after being attacked
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Corvette U.S.S. Arminius (NCC-82455) assists a Klingon squadron during the Dominion War
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Experimental Cruiser U.S.S. Tiburon (NX-83501) rendezvous with U.S.S Grand Alliance for escort duty
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JANUARY
SS Reeses, NAR-208

FEBRUARY
USS Soryu, NCC-2130

At the turn of the 23rd century, the workhorse Daedalus class starships had reached their retirement ages. In addition, their designs
were fast becoming obsolete as warp dynamics design theories progressed. The S.S. Reeses was an attempt to integrate new
ideas with existing characteristics as an interim exploration vessel. The primary hull, a simple sphere on the Daedaluses, is now a
saucer-shape designed to enhance warp field flow around the ship. The engineering hull, while still a simple pressure cylinder,
incorporates an early example of field-flow undercut at the stern.

The USS Soryu is a Through-Deck Cruiser designed to transport large amounts of small craft in its massive hangar deck, which, as
the name implies, carries through the full length of the vessel's secondary hull.

Length overall: 744 feet, 10 inches
Width at saucer: 314 feet 10 inches
Maximum speed: Warp 6
Crew: 250

Supplementing the smaller Coronado class through-deck cruisers which preceded its design, Soryu's hangar can routinely hold
four times the smaller ship's compliment of shuttlecraft. While Coronado has been known to ship 25 small craft in a pinch, Soryu's
standard embarkation is 48, with a (rather uncomfortable) maximum of 100.
By their nature, Soryu and her sisters are ideal for planetary exploration. Their 48 shuttles, organized into eight squadrons, can
explore huge areas of a planet's surface faster and more thoroughly than any other starship.

The Reeses and her kind were sucessful explorers and broadened the Federation's knowledge of its galactic neighborhood. Here,
the Reeses surveys planetary systems in a nest of young, blue stars.

Romulan prickliness in the wake of the so-called "Enterprise Incident" led to numerous confrontations along the Neutral Zone, one
of which, portrayed in the image above, saw Soryu called upon to defend a Federation outpost from a pair of intruding Romulan
Battelcruisers. With the lead ship disabled, the second cloaked and fled for home.

MARCH
USS Hope, NCC-H235

APRIL
USS Belisarius, NCC-2567

HOPE is one of Starfleet's many varieties of hospital ships rushed into service during the Four Years War. Not the sleekest
starship in the fleet, she was built from modular parts to serve a specific need in a difficult time. A large primary hull, needed to
house a complete hospital's medical staff in addition to a starship's crew, is mated to a secondary hull that is essentially a Mark
IV personnel carrier (normally hauled by a Starfleet tug), which is converted to house wards and surgeries. Onto the simple
cylindrical hull are attached the three large warp nacelles needed to drive the huge vessel.

With Romulan and Klingon relations uncertain, Starfleet Defense decided it was time to lay keel on some serious battleships. A
natural progression from the triple-nacelled dreadnought theme of enlarged secondary hulls, The Alexander Class ships utilize,
rather, an extended primary hull similar to that employed by Knox Class frigates, mounted to a modified Constitution-style
secondary with underslung, jettisonable nacelle pylons. With the third nacelle atop the primary, an emergency seperation leaves
the ship with both warp maneuvering ability and most of its hangar space.

HOPE has been saving lives across the Federation for decades. She has eased suffering from the Klingon Neutral Zone to
Zeta Bootis and back again.

Boasting the most formidable armament of her time, Belisarius mounts no less than four megaphaser cannon on the primary hull,
with enough reserve reactor power to fire all four in salvo. She also mounts eleven standard two-turret phaser mounts covering
360 degrees of defensive envelope, and both fore and aft photon torpedo launchers.

When operating near hostile space, the ponderous hospital ship always has an escort of some kind to keep her safe. In the
image at right, the dreadnought USS Dominion has joined HOPE to protect her on a mercy mission near Kzinti territory, the
Dominion's regular patrol area.

This dramatic image was captured at the recently declassified Q'aBul Incident. Belisarius has just crippled the B'Rel class IKS
B'iNla D'iN with a careful shot from her standard phasers, and is forced into a double-play -- the sudden decloaking of the fullsized K'Tinga-Class battle-cruiser GhuiLj 'Iw has forced Captain Zappas to abandon subtley and go for the certain kill.

MAY
USS Couer de Lion, NCC-3135

JUNE
USS Peregirne, NCC-1936

The battle cruiser Coeur De Lion was one of the largest and most heavily armed vessels to be built in the class one
starship program at the time. This four-nacelled behemoth was armed with over-and-under roll-bar weapons pods, each unit
equipped with two forward, and two aft-firing photon torpedo launchers, and an equal arrangement of pulse phaser cannon. An
additional pair of pulse phasers were mounted firing aft from between the nacelle struts. The vessel's total armament was eight
torpedo tubes, ten pulse phasers, and eleven twin-ball-turret standard phaser mounts.

Intrigued by the planform of the Romulan Bird-of-Prey first encountered in 2266, a team at Starfleet R&D in the 2280s
set about applying Romulan design principals to one of our own starships. Using a new-build Miranda Class hull as a basis, and
christened USS PEREGRINE in deference to its bird-of-prey design origins, the ship proved highly maneuverable at warp speeds
thanks to the wide-span nacelle struts. After exhaustive testing, Peregrine was declared a success and put into regular service,
although no other ships of her class were ever built.

Even a single automatic torpedo pod can throw a respectable weight of ordnance. As this image dramatically
highlights, Coeur De Lion's twin pods can have four torpedos on the way to a target simultaneously, with another volley seconds
behind it. With each torpedo tracked to a seperate individual target, or the full weight of shot falling on the same target, the system
has been decisive in numerous actions.

The Peregrine saw some action during the many Klingon incursions of the 2280s. In the featured image, a Klingon
disruptor burst hits one of Peregrine's countermeasures decoy drones while she brings her nose-mounted photon torpedo tubes another Romula-inspired design element - to bear.

JULY
USS Kirov, NCC-2923

AUGUST
Romulan Seabird

A dreadnought based upon Excelsior class hull sections, The Kirov class followed closely on the heels of the Dominion class
ships once the improvements to the uprated Excelsior class cruisers proved successful. Many improvements were made in warp
dynamics over the Dominion class' less streamlined profile. Notable to the design was the omission of the dorsal interconnect to
keep the third nacelle closer to the vessel's centerline and the compensatory built-up superstructure aft of the saucer; and the
widening of the main nacelle's span to better clear the larger impulse engines.

Virtually unknown to Federation personnel, the Romulan "Seabird" class attack cruiser is generally used to patrol subject
worlds within the boundaries of the Romulan Empire. Named for the birds that line the seashores of Romulus - comperable to
Terran gulls - considered vicious scavengers in Romulan culture. The ship's beautiful eliptical wings are an indulgence of
artistic shipwrights, unnecessary for spaceflight, but useful for mounting weapons.
The Seabird's enormous disruptor cannons brook little argument from seditious subjects. Rebellion is rare in the Empire, partly
thanks to these potent warships. As is traditional in the Romulan fleet, a stylized bird motif is painted on the ships' bellies, in
the case of the Seabird, the pattern evokes the class namesake, conveying the image of the hovering scavenger, ready to
swoop down on dissenting populations, symbolically implying that they are already as good as dead
Smaller than the classic, borrowed Klingon design despite the identical forward sections, Seabirds ship light crews of less than
100. The aft hull is almost entirely occupied by the newly designed warp drive (an early deveolpment of that used by the later
Klingon B'Rel class Bird of Prey), and the ship's crew is housed exclusively in the bulbous forward hull. The Seabird's two
ungainly "feet" are presumed to be a field stabilizing component of the new warp drive. Starfleet intelligence analysts refer to
them unkindly as "the drumsticks."

SEPTEMBER
USS Edmund Fitzgerald, NCC-11075

OCTOBER
USS Grand Alliance, NCC-72800

The Edmund Fitzgerald is a general supply freighter intended for operating within the boundaries of Federation space. Her large
primary hull is partitioned into eight cargo holds with a large external loading door for each. Crew spaces are located atop the
primary hull, with a few spartan passenger cabins. The ship's only armament are two defensive phaser turrets forward of the topside
superstructure.

The Starship USS Grand Alliance is the Federation's first "fast diplomatic transport." She was built specifically as a means of
conveying ambassadors and their families and retinue, in lavish hotel-style comfort, to and from important Federation conferences.
Alliance's main hull has been plushly appointed with stateroom suites for up to 500 diplomatic guests of any species. A grand
ballroom and dining hall with huge windows is at the very bow of deck nine. Conference rooms are included in case anyone's in a
hurry to finalize a treaty. Recreation and dining facilities are carried for all Federation species.

The Edmund Fitzgerald is designed to carry a broad variety of general freight. She can supply colonies with stocks of dry goods,
grain, perishables and fluids from her many holds.
There are two crew lounges with large panoramic windows. The forward lounge can be seen at the top of the T-shaped prow section.
Most of the ship's internal volume, though, is for cargo, as evidenced by a dearth of windows. The ship's huge cargo transporter
emitter dome can be seen here aft of the deflector.
The ship is named in honor of a freighter that was lost with all hands in a terrible storm on North America's Great Lakes on November
10, 1975

The aft hull extension is entirely devoted to hangar space and service facilities for the hundreds of personal shuttles expected on such
a voyage. From past experience Starfleet knows that a boatload of important diplomats is a great target (see "Journey to Babel"), so
Grand Alliance has been designed with speed in mind. Two m/am reactors, each driving an opposed pair of warp nacelles give Grand
Alliance a dash speed of warp 9.9 for the unheard of (at the time) duration of 24 hours. Nothing can catch "Starfleet One."
Alliance's knifelike profile enhances her superb warp dynamics. Each of her two matter/antimatter reactors drives a pair of the
powerful warp propulson units. In the event one reactor fails, the ship can continue on either the upper or lower pair of nacelles,
though some downtime is required to reconfigure the control software.

Also Pictured: The Grand Alliance carries aboard a large compliment of shuttlecraft of various sizes and types, to service the needs
of the VIPs she carries on important journeys. Shuttles Number One and two are the Alliance's "limousines." When an ambassador
or other diplomat requires rerieval, one of these sleek, trim, 4-passenger shuttlea are sent.

NOVEMBER
USS Arminius, NCC-82455

DECEMBER
USS Tiburon, NX-83501

During the height of the war between the Dominion and the allied powers of the Alpha and Beta Quadrants,
Starfleet undertook a tremendous program of warship construction to attempt to meet the threat, and replace
vessels lost in the Jem' Hadar's agressive campaigns. Many of the resulting starships were thrown together hastily
using existing parts with minimal new construction. The ARMINIUS was just such a ship. Warp nacelles from depot
spares were grafted crudely to the existing primary hull of a partially built prototype, via a jury-rigged engineering
section.

USS Tiburon is an experimental cruiser design of about 428.5 meters length. Coming into being a few years after the end of the
Dominion War, the design is intended as a general purpose explorer and defensive vessel. The rakish, shark-like lines and unusual
warp nacelle shapes are due to post-war cooperation between Federation and Klingon designers, utilizing principles of both
factions' design ethics.

Classed as a Light Corvette, the ship is small at only 255 meters. She is armed with four forward phaser
emplacements, two aft, and two quantum torpedo tubes in the extreme nose.
She was named after the ancient tribal leader who led a vastly outnumbered force of Barbarians in a successful
rout of the Roman Legions in Germany in 9AD.

The two pylon-mounted weapons seen are pulse-phasers derived from the smaller weapons first developed for the USS Defiant
class escort ships. Immediately below these energy weapons can be seen the photon/quantum torpedo tubes, two being mounted
per side.

